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Abstract. Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) helps mitigate
identified safety hazards leading to unfortunate situations. Usually, a
systematic step-by-step approach is followed by safety experts irrespec-
tive of any software based tool-support, but identified hazards should
be associated with security risks and human factors issues. In this pa-
per, a design framework using Integrating Requirements and Information
Security (IRIS) and open source Computer Aided Integration of Require-
ments and Information Security (CAIRIS) tool-support is used to facili-
tate the application of STPA. Our design framework lays the foundation
for resolving safety, security and human factors issues for critical infras-
tructures. We have illustrated this approach with a case study based on
real life Cambrian Coast Line Railway incident.

Keywords: STPA; Safety Hazards; Security Risks; Human Factors; IRIS;
CAIRIS; Rail Infrastructure.

1 Introduction

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is used to identify control actions
and causal factors behind accidents to improve system design [21]. The approach
revolves around a series of pre-defined steps followed by experts. Using STPA
analysis, the identified safety hazards can also mitigate security risks. For exam-
ple, poor design decisions may lead operators to make human errors or mistakes
where rules are un-intentionally disobeyed [19]. Consequently, the system safety
and security may be compromised due to human intervention in the form of
errors or violatioins.

Integrating Requirements and Information Security (IRIS) framework has
been used to identify security risks leading to safety hazards for identifying
human factors issues [3]. This is achieved by identifying and modelling assets
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associations, roles and personas, vulnerabilities, threats, risks, tasks and goals
[13]. Based on the IRIS framework and complementary Computer Aided Integra-
tion of Requirements and Information Security (CAIRIS) platform, assumptions
about security concerns and human factors issues are explicated for critical in-
frastructures. The framework allows complementary human factors approaches
to be used to derive use case specifications based task analysis modelling to de-
termine human failure levels leading to errors or mistakes [4]. These failure levels
are used to identify associated safety and security design solutions by identifying
potential hazards.

An extended design framework can be formulated by integrating these hu-
man factors and security methods for facilitating safety analysis using STPA. By
conducting STPA using the IRIS framework and CAIRIS platform. This aims
to resolve safety, security and human factors design concerns for critical infras-
tructures. To demonstrate this approach, we have used the real life incident of
Cambrian Railway. This case study serves as a guide for human factors, safety
and security experts to deal with human factors issues, associated safety hazards
and potential security risks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related
work and Section 3 describes our proposed design framework. Our design frame-
work is demonstrated by applying it for case study in Section 4. This is followed
by discussion and conclusion for future directions of our work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Security and Safety Engineering

There are commonalities between safety and security engineering, with both
communities now working to bridge their gaps [17]. Safety engineering can be
considered from a security mindset [10], and the International Electro-technical
Commission (IEC) has suggested a framework TC 65/AHG 1 for coordinating
safety and security together [16].

Several existing approaches in safety and security engineering are complemen-
tary due to inter-linked concepts. The Defence-in-Depth (DiD) approach, which
is also applied in security, was derived from a safety design of nuclear plants [27].
In security, the graphical representation of attacks related to attackers using at-
tack trees was derived from fault trees for safety of systems [30]. A Hazard and
Operability Study (HAZOP) is a structured and systematic approach used to
identify and evaluate risk problems in safety. The concept has been applied to se-
curity because of risk dealing with security properties (confidentiality, integrity,
availability) was discovered as a linking factor [36]. Similarly, Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) approach from safety has been applied in security as
Intrusion Modes and Effects Analysis (IMEA) [7].

Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis A consistent design approach for safety
and security can be based on identifying safety hazards using Systems-Theoretic
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Process Analysis (STPA) [37]. STPA is a safety hazard analysis process model
for identifying control actions for possible hazards and accidents in causal scenar-
ios [21]. STPA is derived from Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes
(STAMP) process model. STAMP revolves around examining components which
operate independently and together by playing their part in a system. The acci-
dent causal models are derived by studying patterns and investigating accidents
from a safety engineering perspective. The processes and components when in-
teracting with each other give rise to safety and security emergent properties.
The control actions and feedback required for controlling these emergent proper-
ties based on algorithms leads to recognition of controllers. These control actions
and controllers (processes) are subsequently mapped. During design, these ac-
tivities are considered as high-level functional safety requirements for system.
An incorrect process model may lead to an accident, where four types of unsafe
control actions may occur; these control actions may occur too soon, too late,
incorrect or altogether are missing. This is also known as identification of causal
scenarios for unsafe control actions [20].

Safety experts should consider security along with safety as part of STPA
[26]; the cyber security considerations in STPA are expanded into the STPA-Sec
development method for safety critical systems [25]. Using STPA-Sec, system
and component level requirements are dissected to identify safety constraints.
These safety constraints help identify hazard scenarios leading to violations.
These violations are weaknesses or vulnerabilities in system that allow the loss
(accident) to happen [34]. Usually, hazards may also be based on human and
system interactions, especially human error [22] which is not acknowledged by
STPA-Sec.

The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre has introduced the application of
STAMP/ STPA in various case studies for improving risk framework for cyber
security problems. The cyber security risk toolbox have been modified to in-
clude STPA approach for enterprise IT infrastructure including automated/ con-
nected products, industrial control systems and critical national infrastructure
[5]. These case studies are used to inform about safety and security requirements
in a socio-technical environment by considering the human involvement. These
requirements further motivate the consideration of human factors for identifying
human error source as an impacting factor behind cyber security.

STPA can potentially be used to identify human factors issues as a result of
interactions with system, such as human error sources from human behaviour,
and the labelling design flaws along with system hazard analysis. The unsafe
behaviours behind system automation could be used to connect causal scenarios
with hazard analysis. The causal scenarios helps to generate a series of possi-
bilities with cause and effect relationship as a result of human interaction with
system. Furthermore, this argument has been supported by applying this ap-
proach for case study of Automated Parking Driving System [15].
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2.2 Safety and Human Factors Engineering

Human safety in critical infrastructures like rail is sometimes compromised due
to the occurrence of human error [8, 24], so its identification during the design
of safety critical systems should be a priority. The rail standard EN 50126-1 em-
phasises the consideration of human factors during rail system’s design process
along with Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) [1]. Ad-
ditionally, the risk assessment for design of safety of systems like transportation
industry prescribes the use of a Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) approach
[18].

Based on the Swiss Cheese Model of accident causation [29], multiple layers
of defence exist within a system or an organisation to protect against emergent
errors or mistakes that lead to accidents. The model takes the inspiration from
a slice of cheese where the holes represent the human weaknesses and different
slices act as the barriers. Some holes are active failures whereas some are latent
failures; all holes must be aligned at the same time for the accident to occur.
Latent failures originates from active failures and usually have same catastrophic
effects on human life [29]. Due to the complexity of consequences of incidents,
there is no well-defined methodology for determining the sources of these fail-
ures [32]. The human is the most important aspect of this model, whose intent
and capabilities are typically variable. Therefore, not all possible holes can be
generalised before time. Based on Reason’s error taxonomy [29] of cognitive, be-
havioural, personal and organisational factors, the Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System (HFACS) framework represents four levels of failures and
error sources [35].

Task Analysis Approach Tasks are performed by users to achieve goals. These
are assumptions made about the behavioural specifications of users involved and
how they are supposed to interact with the system [12]. Task Analysis (TA) de-
termines the set of tasks to be performed by users under observation. The TA
is conducted by identifying the task for analysis, determining the associated
sub-tasks and writing a step-by-step narrative for sequence of actions to be per-
formed [2]. Previous work has shown how User Experience (UX) techniques can
be used to conduct TA, using a combination of Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA)
and Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [4]. CTA identifies different types and
values of cognitive reactions, which influence human performance during com-
pletion of tasks. HTA identifies task dependencies and sequences as a hierarchy,
where high-level use cases are refined into low-level use cases. Using the use-case
specifications format, different levels of human failures are then identified using
tool-support [4].

2.3 Human Factors and Security Engineering

The threat to a system in an environment is usually caused by an attacker: the
human element responsible for compromising the security [31]. This identifies hu-
mans as the biggest source for human error [29]. Similarly, the security engineers
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now prioritise the human dimension of system during design phases by consid-
ering the usability attributes during asset identification, threat scenario, misuse
case, task duration, responsibility modelling etc [14]. Therefore, the concept of
effective information security revolves around the idea of Human Computer In-
teraction - Security (HCI-security) of the system using a user-centered approach
[33].

Integrating Requirements and Information Security The Integrating Re-
quirements and Information Security (IRIS) process framework [13] was devised
to understand how design concepts associated with security, usability, and soft-
ware engineering could be aligned. It is complemented by the Computer Aided
Integration of Requirements and Information Security (CAIRIS) platform, which
acts as an exemplar for tool-support to manage and analyse design data collected
when applying an IRIS process.

Using IRIS, vulnerabilities and threats contribute to potential risks, and
threats are contingent on attacker’s intent [3]. CAIRIS facilitates the creation
of personas – narratives of archetypal users that embody their goals and ex-
pectations [23] – and the online data analysis that contributes to the specifica-
tion of their characteristics as argumentation models [14]. Personas narratives
are specified based on these characteristics, and supported by the narratives,
analysts can identify the tasks and goals using the Knowledge Acquisition in
autOmated Specification (KAOS) goal modelling language [11]). Collectively,
these help determine human factors issues in the form of human errors (active
failures). Personas narrative also contribute towards understanding capability,
intent, action and motivation for stakeholder roles, and goal and task models
help the security engineers better understand the system threat model on the
basis of obstacles that obstruct to system goals. CAIRIS also helps to model
use-cases and information assets as Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) where differ-
ent trust boundaries display various levels of privilege operating within system.
Consequently, although not explicitly designed with safety in mind, IRIS and
CAIRIS provides a foundation for integrating safety, security and human factors
engineering.

3 Approach

Our design framework comprises of human factors informed safety analysis and
security engineering. The human factors approach draws on the identification
of roles, persona building, and the generation of task models and use-case spec-
ifications to apply a partial-STPA assessment. The process begins by identi-
fying an accident or loss, where an unplanned situation during performance of
tasks by specified roles or use-case actors may lead to catastrophic consequences.
The safety engineers work to minimise these occurrences by incorporating safety
checks and goals in system design whereas a security engineer focuses on vul-
nerability and threat recognition for risk analysis. Using CAIRIS, STPA models
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include a KAOS goal model to show goals and obstacles contributing to the
scenario behind the accident.

Pre-requisite Before applying STPA, the stakeholder roles are defined within
system. The roles are further used to identify specific personas describing the
archetypical behaviour of system actors. Personas are created by following the
approach described by [6]. Persona narrative play a significant role in determin-
ing the actors intent and capabilities which contribute towards understanding
task. Using personas narrative, the concerned tasks within imagined scenarios
are elicited based on roles. These elicited tasks form the basis of system and user
level goals. Tasks are defined as narrative text, with additional details on their
dependencies, consequences, and benefits. The narrative helps to understand the
objective of task along with its procedural description, but the persona plays a
major role behind the recognition of tasks.

Using CAIRIS, a Task Participation Form relates personas with task using
usability attributes such as duration, frequency, demands and goal conflict. The
usability attributes with different values highlight tasks with different colours
during task models. These task models comprise of tasks against specified roles
and personas which facilitate the specification for use case actors and use cases
for human factors analysis. These models also help relate associated assets,
threats and vulnerabilities, which assist experts during security analysis.

With the help of personas narrative and task models, use case specifications
are defined. Each use case specification comes with an objective, actor, pre-
conditions, steps (task sequence), post-conditions and exceptions. The use-case
actors can also be linked with task models, showing relationship between role,
persona, task and use-case. These elaborate task models help experts to visualise
design of system along with specified environment by conducting TA using use-
case specification format [4].

Step 1: Accident, Hazard and Constraint The STPA process begins by
defining the accidents (losses) in relation to identified hazards [21]. The system-
level constraints are also defined at this stage. During TA, the tasks with High
level of human failures are analysed for identifying accident (loss) and hazard.
Using CAIRIS, the goal and obstacle modelling in KAOS captures accident,
hazard and constraints. The obstacle with the type “loss” is used to model
accident whereas type “hazard” models associated hazard. The constraints are
modelled as goal. The visual representation of these linked concepts provide more
meaning and understanding for further analysis by domain experts.

Step 2: Model Control Structure At this stage, a control structure of the
major components and controllers within system, along with the commands used
between them is sketched. The commands between components and controllers
are usually labelled as control or feedback [21]. An effective way for modelling
these control structures within CAIRIS is by using DFD. Using DFDs, the trust
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boundary may variate between controller, controlled process, sensor or actuator.
The processes and data stores are defined using use cases and information assets,
and CAIRIS automatically visualises a control structure model as a DFD.

Step 3: Unsafe Control Action The worst case scenarios leading to hazards
are recognised by defining unsafe control actions. An unsafe control action is a
control action which is either applied too early or too late. The safety constraints
are determined for minimising these unsafe control actions [21]. In CAIRIS, an
unsafe control action is presented using obstacle and the safety constraint is
modelled by associating these obstacles with DFDs.

Step 4: Causal Factor The causal factors are identified by analysing the
controllers, processes, feedback and control paths [21]. In CAIRIS, the identified
tasks during human factors analysis, are linked-up with hazards and system-
level constraints using KAOS goal refinement associations. Here, the task model
and personas narrative might also contain the detail for an occurrence of event
known as causal factor. The model generated is known as the controller process
model, which highlights the design-level issues leading to accident scenarios as
a result of hazard. By using these models vulnerability, threat and risk analysis
can help resolve security, safety and human factors design issues.

Step 5: Risk Analysis Model These identified causal factors are also defined
as system vulnerabilities leading to hazards (accidents). The vulnerabilities are
also system weaknesses, which, if exploited by attackers as threats, contribute
to the realisation of risks. The core IRIS concepts are used for modelling risk
elements in the form of attacker, threat and vulnerability. The assets and their
associations already defined during STPA are used in this risk analysis. Using
risk analysis, the likelihood and severity of an incident is determined based on
the ability of an attacker, and the value of assets that need to be protected.
Threat scenarios (misuse cases) are also defined to evaluate the rating of each
risk. CAIRIS generates visual risk models based on this analysis, which are used
as the basis of further security analysis.

4 Case Study - Cambrian Incident Investigation

The real life incident of Cambrian Railway is used to conduct a case study
based on qualitative evaluation of presented design framework5. The incident
took place in October 2017 on the Cambrian Coast Line in Wales, where a
train oversped due to technical failure [9]. The train was following the route
of Cambrian Coast Line. During service between Barmouth and Llanaber, the

5 The final model created, including references to online sources used, is available at
GitHub repository: https://github.com/s5121191/CyberICPS 21. This relies on the
CAIRIS fork at https://github.com/s5121191/cairis.
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train travelled at three times of its normal speed. The over-speeding was timely
observed by its train driver, who immediately reported the fault to concerned
authority. Following this, manual routing was conducted by the train driver
and signaller until the fault was rectified. No accidents occurred and no human
was harmed during this incident. A formal investigation was conducted by Rail
Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB) and five recommendations were suggested
to Network Rail [28].

We chose this incident based on multiple factors like signalling system, ser-
vice type, form of rail transit, and design implementation. The Cambrian Coast
Line implemented the European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS).
ERTMS is based on European Train Control System (ETCS) as a rail signalling
system, which ensures reliability, optimised capability and automation. Achieve-
ment of these qualities in ERTMS depends on safe, secure and usable design
goals. The service type is Passenger Train, which is safety critical, and the goal
is to ensure safety and security of human life. The Light Rail is preferred as the
form of rail transit because of rapid speed, inter-city passenger travel (familiarity
of routes) and usable design features.

The Cambrian Incident6 case study application of the integrated design
framework begun with data collection. All open source (online) documentation
and literature was collected and surveyed. Moreover, the relevant stakeholders
were determined. This included safety expert for STPA process support, security
expert for understanding causal factors (including risk analysis) and human fac-
tors expert for advise during goal-obstacle modelling, task and personas scenar-
ios. For this project, two environments were identified namely, peak and off-peak
hours. The Peak Hours were defined from Monday-Friday 0630-0930 and 1600-
1900 hours, whereas the Off-Peak Hours were from Monday-Friday at all other
times (minus Peak Hours) including all day on Weekends and Bank Holidays.

The Cambrian Incident case study was modelled using KAOS to show a gen-
eral scenario behind the accident [28]. For this purpose, 6 goals and 4 obstacles
were identified and their associations were defined as shown in Fig. 1, where
different shades of obstacles were due to varying probability of occurrence; the
darker the shade, the higher the probability. The model stated the major goal of
Auto Signalling Computer Restart being obstructed by obstacle of No Indication
of an Abnormal IT Condition. This goal was associated with sub-goal of Tempo-
rary Speed Restriction (TSR) Data Uploaded, where the obstruction was caused
due to Missing Independent Check. The TSR data was displayed on Driver Ma-
chine Interface (DMI) available to train drivers. Therefore, come the sub-goal of
DMI Used for Operational Control Display, this goal had two sub-goals defined
along with an obstacle where Speed Restriction Not Uploaded caused a problem
during its goal fulfilment. The sub-goal when Fourth Passenger Train Service
Operated lead to obstacle where normal service delivery was compromised be-
cause of 2J03 Passed TSR from 30km per hour to 80km per hour. This fault

6 This case study is applied for demonstration purpose only and in no way undermines
any previous findings or studies.
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was timely reported by train driver to the IT technicians. Therefore, the goal of
Reported Fault on Train 2J03 Service was fulfilled.

Fig. 1. Goal-Obstacle Model for Cambrian Incident Case Study

Pre-requisite The train driver and signaller roles were important in this inci-
dent. The train driver identified and reported the fault, then reverted to manual
routing in order to ensure safety of passengers and normal service delivery. Along-
side, the signaller was responsible for doing an independent check of upload of
correct TSR. Upon recognition of fault, signaller reported it to technician and
co-ordinated routes with train driver for no disruption of service.

Using CAIRIS, a total of 5 roles were identified including on-board staff,
on-board passenger, signaller, train driver and train maintainer. Two personas,
Ray and Neil, were created for the role of train driver and signaller respectively.
Ray was based on 22 argumentation models. Neil’s persona was based on 18
argumentation models. These argumentation models were used to understand
persona characteristics, which formed the narrative for personas. This narrative
and underpinning data analysis contributed to the identification of task models
for further analysis.

A total of 19 tasks were created in CAIRIS; 11 were derived from Ray, and
8 from Neil. For example, the task of Perform ETCS Self-Test Function was
found from persona characteristic of activities for Ray as shown by the bold text
in the scenario below.
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Ray as train driver begins his job, by booking on and getting updated
information on his laptop. This is based on documentation received about

booking depot and preparing train for service. Also, before operating train
Ray is going to perform an on-board European Train Control System
(ETCS) self-test function for finding faults and failures. He is going
to produce a failure report and proceed only if the status of train for

service is Safe and Fit.

With the help of personas narrative and task models, 17 use-case specifica-
tions were defined.

Step 1: Accident, Hazard and Constraint During TA, 3 use cases Com-
bining Workstations, Granting Off-Peak Blockage and Conflict Prediction and
Resolution corresponded with High levels of human failure. Using these tasks,
the accidents were defined using obstacle with type loss. In the given scenario 2
accidents were defined as Collision Between Two or More Trains and Train De-
railment. The former was due to loss of operational control data for controlling
trains and a cause of concern for road traffic, on-board passengers, staff, train
driver and other trains. The latter occurred due to over-speeding where along
with on-board passengers, staff, and train driver other concerns included were
like movement authority signals, DMI, TSR and driver advisory information.

This was followed by recognition of 4 hazards with respect to these identi-
fied accidents, where each hazard was responsible for specified concerns in the
form of assets. For example, the hazard of Train Enters Uncontrolled State was
dependent on occurrence of accident of Train Derailment.

Fig. 2. KAOS Association Between Accident, Hazard and Constraint

At this point the constraints were modelled as goals. There were 8 constraints
for preventing these hazards. For example, the hazard of Loss of Safety Critical
Signalling Data had 3 constraints identified as Installation of Modified Equip-
ment, Use of Error Messages for Alerting Potential Failures and Safety Integrity
Level (SIL) to Ensure Radio Block Center (RBC) Contains Correct TSR after
Rollover as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. DFD of Control Structure Model using CAIRIS

Fig. 4. High-level Control Structure Model

Step 2: Model Control Structure Using 17 use-cases and 29 information as-
sets, the control structure was modelled. In CAIRIS the DFD for this case study
consisted of three main elements: ERTMS, Train Driver and Train, where the
flow of information between each element was taking place in order to display
flow of control between processes as shown in Fig. 4. For example, behind the
DFD element of Train Driver there are control actions and feedback of informa-
tion flowing between control algorithms of Driver Machine Interface and Status
of RBC Data. The DFD in CAIRIS, shown in Fig. 3, was also used to construct
high-level control structure model as shown in Fig. 4.

Step 3: Unsafe Control Action Using UCA keyword, the unsafe control
actions were defined in CAIRIS as obstacles. UCA1 - ETCS Failure and UCA2
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- Reliance on Procedures to Ensure TSR Application were defined as 2 UCAs for
this incident. UCA1 was related to ERTMS signalling control system and due to
safety issues. UCA2 was related to RBC and occurred during RBC rollover. Using
KAOS, these UCAs were linked to hazards. Therefore, the hazard of Train Enters
Uncontrolled State was related to UCA1 and Minimum Separation Standard
Violation was related to UCA2.

Table 1. Unsafe Control Action corresponding to Accident, Hazard and Constraint

Accident (Loss) Hazard Constraint Unsafe Control Action

A1 - Collision Between
Two or More Trains

H1 - Loss of Safety Critical
Signalling Data

Installation of Modified Equipment
Reliance on Procedures to
Ensure TSR Application

Use of Error Messages for Alerting
Potential Failures
SIL to Ensure RBC Contains Correct
TSR after Rollover

H2 - Minimum Separation
Standard Violation

Implement a Mandatory Safety
Assurance Procedure

ETCS Failure

A2 - Train Derailment

H3 - Trains Enter Uncontrolled
State

Inclusion of defensive Programming
(SQL) to Protect Against Unsafe State ETCS Failure
Good Safety Management Engineering

H4 - Operational Planning
Violation

Capture and Retention of Data for
Investigating Failures

Reliance on Procedures to
Ensure TSR Application

Robust Configuration Management

Step 4: Causal Factor At this stage, the identified tasks within human fac-
tors analysis were associated with constraints (goals). The model generated was
known as the controller process model, where the tasks carry an explanation
for unsafe control actions. For example, the constraint defined as Implement
a Mandatory Safety Assurance Procedure was complemented by a task known
as Send Movement Authority. The delay or incorrect Movement Authority had
catastrophic consequences.

Step 5: Risk Analysis Model Using causal factors, risk modelling elements
in the form of attacker, threat and vulnerability were also found. An hypotheti-
cal attacker was someone defined with capabilities such as knowledge, education
and training of software and technology, with a motivation to breach system.
2 vulnerabilities with configuration type and critical severity were identified as
Lack of Safety Integrity Level and No Error Messages for Alerting Potential Fail-
ures. Using these vulnerabilities, 2 electronic and malware type of threats were
found namely, Threat of ERTMS Safety Related Failure and Threat of Loss of
Data Packets. Each threat was assigned assets and valued for security properties
including confidentiality, integrity and availability.

Consequently, these vulnerabilities and threats contributed to 2 risks with
misuse cases as Risk of Loss of Life due to Train Collision or Derailment and
Risk of Failure of Signalling Network over ERTMS as shown in Fig. 5. In the
risk model, the elements were filled with different colours based on values of
security properties, threat and vulnerability type and risk scoring. Like obsta-
cles, the darker the shade, the more likely, severe, and impactful is the threat,
vulnerability, and risk respectively.
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Fig. 5. Risk Model Based on Attacker, Threat and Vulnerability

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, STPA process model was derived using the IRIS framework and
CAIRIS platform. As a result, three signification contributions are made. First,
we demonstrate how the STPA process model is aligned with IRIS and CAIRIS,
providing a single platform for all elements and contributing factors related to
hazard analysis. These elements comprise of accident (loss), hazard, system con-
straint, component (control algorithm), process (mental) model, unsafe control
action (obstacle) leading to causal factors. Second, we show how the causal fac-
tors including tasks can identify vulnerabilities, threats and risks present within
system. This can be visualised using a security risk analysis model in CAIRIS.
The risk model enlists tasks related to roles and personas which can be fur-
ther analysed for use case specifications based task analysis as a combination
of CTA and HTA leading to human error sources unlike STPA-Sec. Further-
more, the human error sources has the tendency to contribute towards potential
safety hazards. Finally, the approach focused on bringing security and human
factors methods support to STPA. Initially, the STPA process model is suggested
by keeping in mind the safety where several case study applications suggested
the involvement of human element. This human element is considerable in a
socio-technical environment, where the system weaknesses (vulnerabilities) are
highlighted by recognising human error sources. These human error sources es-
tablish grounds for understanding potential hazard scenarios and model better
risk analysis. Hence, this research builds the scope of connection and integration
between safety, security and human factors.

Using this integrated design framework, safety goals (safety constraints), se-
curity risks and human factors concerns (levels of human error) are highlighted.
The STPA process model is derived from human factors approach which con-
tribute towards the identification of potential safety hazards. These safety haz-
ards are then used for identifying control actions and causal factors behind ac-
cidents for improving system design. The IRIS framework concepts alignment
with STPA lead to better outcome as human perspective (task model and anal-
ysis) is understood in more detail. The risk model arising from STPA analysis
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facilitates security experts as well. Moreover, by using CAIRIS, the effort re-
quired by safety, security and human factors experts is minimised by providing
automated and efficient design solutions. These efficient design solutions enable
experts from different domains to accomplish different tasks by combined and
reduced effort.

For demonstration purposes, STPA method is applied using the case study of
Cambrian Incident. The human factors approach such as identification of roles
and personas, task analysis and use-cases are used to understand processes,
asset associations and goal-obstacle models. In return, KAOS models and DFDs
(processes and datastores) are used to apply STPA, where risk analysis based
on recognition of attackers, threats, vulnerabilities, risks and misuse cases are
done simultaneously. This helps to evaluate an integration of concepts between
safety and security, security and human factors, and human factors and safety.
This lays the foundation for overlapping concepts between three domains.

As future work, the application of safe, secure and usable design framework
will be done on an industrial live project. For this purpose, safety, security and
human factors experts will be consulted for validation of data and process behind
approach.
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